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{ Tried And Tested }

Phowler Boats Prowler
After running wild rice with canoes, kayaks, V-hulls and
standard jons, nothing ever seemed to fit. Most of the places we hunt require crossing open water, then getting back
in through creeks and channels and over beaver dams. Our
boats were either too big or too small—that is, until Phowler Boats’ Prowler came along. We run a 1436, that’s 14 feet
long by 36 inches wide, two-man-plus-dog craft (all welded),
that gets us over, across and through about anything we can
dream up. And it’s quick, with an 18-hp mud motor. Fitted
with a Phowler Superfly blind, we disappear within minutes after setting our spread. We like this small Prowler, but
Phowler builds bigger. They make the Prowler Extremes in
16,18 and 20 versions and will custom build just about any
size you like. Phowlerboatcompany.com; 563-242-8969. JS

✱ PHOWLER BOATS
PROWLER SERIES

Lucky Duck Super Lucky HD
We’re not easy on gear; that’s one of the many reasons we like
the Lucky Duck Super Lucky HD spinner. This robot with
wings is durable yet simple. The last thing we need on a busy
dark-thirty setup is something complicated. With the Lucky
Duck, you don’t set the bird in the pole, you set the pole in
the bird—via a no-brainer slot in the lower body of the decoy.
The process makes setup a breeze.To charge, we just use the
external port, no taking batteries out, and when running we
get a steady wing flash and good run time. Best of all, one
remote controls all our Lucky HD decoys with the flick of a
switch. Now when the honkers turn our way, we don’t have
to sit and watch them flare off the spinners. Good for us, bad
for them. Luckyduck.com; 715-338-3183. JS

✱ LUCKY DUCK
SUPER LUCKY HD

Banded Products Clothing
I’ve worn Banded Product’s Red Zone wader for about
five years now. This is the wader that looks like a pair of
bibs when you are wearing it. The legs have a waterproof
membrane on the inside that’s welded to an insulated boot.
Covering this membrane is an insulated soft outer shell that
looks like pants! The wader never gets clammy, the way neoprene does. But the wader is just part of the package. I also
really like Banded’s new jackets and bibs. Its Chesapeake
Pullover is waterproof, breathable and has an inner layer of
coral fleece to hold heat in. The Pullover’s outer shell features Banded’s SHEDs technology, making it waterproof
and wind resistant. If you’re like me, you’ll want to wear
the Chesapeake whether you are hunting, or not—it’s that
comfortable. Banded.com; 888-992-6299. JS
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✱ BANDED PRODUCTS
CHESAPEAKE PULLOVER

American Waterfowler
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